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SUMMARY 
Namibian Marine Phosphate (NMP) proposes to recover pelletal phosphate from an ore body situated in 

Mining Licence Area (MLA) 170, offshore of Namibia.  The project involves the recovery of marine 

sediment by dredging and the subsequent processing of this sediment at an onshore facility.  An 

Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) for the marine component of this project was submitted in 

2012.  A central conclusion in this EIA was that the risks associated with the project were expected to be 

largely physical as opposed to biogeochemical in nature.  This conclusion was based on regional data and 

physical sediment properties reported from within the target mine area.  As this conclusion was pivotal 

in the risk evaluation, NMP initiated a verification survey to obtain empirical data on sediment 

properties, currents and the characteristics of the water column in the mine area, the findings of which 

are detailed here.  This report should be read in conjunction with the original marine ecology specialist 

report to the NMP EIA. 

 

The verification survey gathered empirical data in the target mine area on currents, water column 

characteristics and sediment properties including benthic macro- and meiofauna and the thiobacteria 

assemblage present in the area.  The analyses of these data showed that: 

 

 

• Currents were as expected for the region displaying uniform north westward flow at the surface 

and varying poleward and equatorward flow in the bottom of the water column. Near seabed 

current velocities averaged 18 cm/s for poleward flow and 9 cm/s for equatorward flow. Peak 

flows recorded were ~30 cm/s.  

• The dominant water mass present in the area during the survey period was South Atlantic 

Central Water with origins in the Cape Basin and the Angolan continental shelf. The former was 

relatively oxic and the latter severely hypoxic. 

• The upper mixed layer in the water column ranged in depth from 20 m to 30 m and was oxic. 

Below the relatively weakly developed thermocline oxygen concentrations declined with depth 

to very low (severe hypoxia) levels near the seafloor. 

• Upper water column turbidity was low at <1 NTU. Mean turbidity near the seafloor was 

<3.5 NTU but episodically exceeded 350 NTU. The data indicate that these short term turbidity 

events were generated outside of the survey area and were being advected through it. 

• Dissolved heavy metal concentrations in the water column were close to the analytical detection 

levels. Nutrient concentrations agreed with those reported for the region and 

nitrogen/phosphorus ratios were close to Redfield (17.7 vs 16.0). 

• Surficial sediments in the survey area were silty sand and the underlying sediments primarily silt. 

Average POM concentrations were 7.4% and molar C:N ratios 11.4 – 19.8. These indicate that 

the POM was relatively refractory compared with that reported for the nearer shore 

diatomaceous mud belt sediments (<9).  

• Inorganic nutrient concentrations in the sediment pore waters average 156 µg/ℓ for nitrogen 

(ammonia + nitrite + nitrate-nitrogen) and 209 µg/ℓ for phosphorus. This shows a considerable 

departure from the Redfield ratio and is attributed to phosphorus enrichment from the pelletal 

phosphorus ore. Sediment water content was low leading to minimal risk of modifications to the 

overlying water column nutrient distributions. 
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• The range of measurements indicative of the oxidative state of the sediments showed that they 

were hypoxic. The presence of nitrate-nitrogen in the sediment pore water supports this as it 

converts to ammonia in anoxic conditions. AVS was below detection levels in the surficial 

sediments and averaged <2 mMol/kg in the subsurface layers. The absence of AVS is consistent 

with hypoxia as free sulphide is oxidized over time to sulphate (SO4
2-

) in the presence of oxygen. 

This implies that POM mediated sulphide fluxes would be low.  

• The potential for the dissolution (release) of sulphide from iron pyrites (FeS2) in the target 

dredge sediment body was evaluated on the basis of sediment particle size distributions, 

measured AVS-S concentrations in the sediments, and published information linking pyrites 

dissolution rates with sediment particle size and AVS-S/FeS2-S concentration ratios. Dissolution 

rates in sediments larger than 1 µm are slow, 0.08 – 0.34%/day, but more rapid, 3-20%/day, in 

sediments <1 µm. The proportion of sediments in the <1 µm size category in the surveyed area 

is low (<8% by mass), as is the estimated mean FeS2-S concentration in the bulk sediment 

(0.64 mM S/kg). The mass of Fe2-S available for dissolution is calculated as 0.05 mM/kg (= 

1.64 mg S/kg). If oxidized to sulphate (SO4
2-

) this would require 3.2 mg of oxygen/kg of sediment. 

However, the end point of the oxidation is most probably elemental sulphur and not sulphate 

with little consequence for dissolved oxygen concentrations. 

• Surficial and subsurface sediments supported relatively high concentrations of the heavy metals 

arsenic, cadmium, chromium, copper and nickel. The bioavailability of these heavy metals was 

investigated by elutriation tests and negligible proportions entered the dissolved phase. This is 

possibly due to their precipitation as insoluble sulphides as, although there was low AVS in the 

tested (subsurface) sediments, it was present well in excess of the simultaneously extracted 

metal (SEM) fraction. Iron was abundant in both of the sediment layers and scavenging of the 

metals from the dissolved phase by iron hydroxides and organic complexes is another possible 

sink.  

 

The low release of the metals into the dissolved phase indicates that although their natural 

concentrations exceeded the sediment quality guidelines for the region they do not represent a toxicity 

risk in this phase either in situ or following physical disturbance.  

 

An alternative toxicity pathway of the heavy metals is via complexing with organic particles and then 

ingestion by deposit and filter feeders. Toxicity effects are linked to gut absorption efficiencies and 

excretion rates and the affected organism’s ability to detoxify absorbed heavy metals by isolation in 

insoluble granules or metallothioneins. A range of factors control this but it is apparent that there can be 

accumulation of metals such as cadmium in the livers of demersal fish inhabiting areas with naturally 

high authigenic concentrations. Assessments of trophic transfers of heavy metal contaminants indicate 

that, in pelagic food webs, these are generally attenuated at the primary consumer level, dominated by 

copepods, with low transfer efficiencies to fish. In benthic food webs with carnivorous molluscan whelks 

as top predators appreciable bio-magnification can occur as whelks sequester and store metals derived 

from their prey. However the proposed mining operations in the survey area are not expected to 

increase exposures of benthic fauna to heavy metals such as cadmium over and above that which occurs 

naturally in the region.  

 

This supports the assessment of toxicity risks in the EIA. 

 

• The investigations into benthic meiofauna and macrofauna in the surficial sediments in the 

survey area showed that fauna were abundant in both size classes. This is consistent with a 
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mainly hypoxic sediment environment and inconsistent with sulphidic sediments. The relative 

abundance of benthic macrofauna in the >1 000 µm size class indicates that this condition is 

persistent as (Para)Prionospio, which formed a large proportion of the fauna, has a life cycle of 

1-2 years (http://www.genustraithandbook.org.uk) and the Diopatra sp. may be as long-lived 

(Steffani 2014). This is consistent with a stable sedimentary environment even though the 

overlying water body may undergo seasonal changes in terms of its oxygen content with varying 

contributions of Cape Basin and Tropical Atlantic Central Water.  

• The investigation into sulphur bacteria indicated that, at the time of sampling, sulphide fluxes 

were probably low as the large sulphate bacteria, namely from the genera Thiomargarita, 

Beggiatoa and Thioploca, which play a significant roles in the oxidisation of H2S, were absent 

from the bacterial assemblage. Smaller forms including Thiobacillus spp. with relatively lower 

growth yields were present; however, indicating that although estimated to be low (hydrogen) 

sulphide was present in the sediments.  

 

The main findings of the EIA are supported by the data gathered and analysed during this verification 

study.  As a result, the level of confidence with which a number of the impacts are assessed has been 

increased.  The major findings of the verification survey confirmed that the majority of the impacts 

associated with the project are expected to be physical rather than biogeochemical as was described in 

the EIA.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Namibian Marine Phosphate (NMP) is investigating the possibility of extracting pelletal marine 

phosphate from the seabed on the continental shelf offshore of Namibia.  In order to assess the 

potential impacts associated with this project on the local and regional marine environment, an 

Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) was carried out (NMP 2012). This assessment was based 

primarily on available scientific literature from the region and measurements of the physical 

properties within the target mining area. To strengthen the available empirical data and to provide 

further information sources to support impact evaluations NMP initiated a focused study of the 

important features and processes in the dredge area. The suite of investigations focused on were 

current flows, water column features and water quality and sediment properties, benthos 

(macrofauna and meiofauna), thiobacteria, plankton and fish. The results of these investigations are 

detailed in this report.  Following submission of the draft report a specialist review workshop 

focussed on the full scope of work undertaken in the verification programme was held by NMP. 

Comments from the reviewers have been used to refine and improve this submission. Findings from 

the studies also address concerns raised by independent reviewers of the EIA and have been used to 

update the relevant impact assessment tables from the original EIA.   

 

The marine ecology specialist report in the environmental impact assessment conducted for NMP’s 

proposed mining operations offshore of Namibia concluded that the environmental effects of 

dredging would be primarily linked to the sediment properties in the mining areas (Lwandle 2012).   

 

The information supporting the EIA is considered to be scientifically and practically robust as it is 

drawn from the seminal work conducted by Bremner (1978), direct surveys of sediment properties 

across one of the mine areas by Rogers (2008) and because it is consistent with adduced distributions 

of turbulent energy across the shelf which control sediment texture distributions (Monteiro et al. 

2005).  All of this indicates that the sediments in the target mining area are predominantly of muddy 

sand texture
1
.  Hydrogen sulphide, methane and other chemical flux rate measurements conducted 

by, inter alia, Namibian and South African marine scientists indicate that these are low,  as particulate 

organic matter (POM) (which sediments from the pelagic zone) does not accumulate on these 

sediments (van der Plas et al. 2007).  Further, the phosphate ore body is considered to be derived 

initially from concentration of phosphorus in marine algae and thereafter the transfer of this organic 

form to the mineral carbonate fluorapatite and francolite as pelletal (sand) grains in the Pleistocene 

(2.6—1.0 MA, Compton 2012).  Therefore any organic material incorporated in the ore body would 

be refractory compared with freshly sedimenting organic matter.  This implies that the predominant 

sources of sulphur in the ore body itself would be pyrites which have low dissolution rates, and 

therefore sulphide would not be readily available for formation into, e.g., hydrogen sulphide.   

 

On the basis of the above, the water quality and associated environmental risks associated with the 

marine mining ore recovery process, i.e. dredging, were considered to be predominantly physical as 

opposed to biogeochemical.  Consequently the conclusions on sediment textures in the Mining 

Licence Area (ML 170) are of pivotal importance in the environmental assessment. 

1
 Throughout this document mud is used as a generic descriptor of all sediment particles smaller than 62.5 µm equivalent 

spherical diameter (ESD).  This is effectively the combination of the silt (4-62.5 µm) and clay (<4 µm) fractions of the 

sediment as defined in the Wentworth Scale.  
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It was clear from comments received from interested parties, in Namibia especially, that this is a 

contentious issue as, although no data or analyses (peer reviewed or not) have been presented in 

support of alternative views, there is a persistent concern that muddy (i.e. sediment dominated by 

the <62.5 µm size fraction) sulphidic sediments will be exposed during dredging with important 

consequences for water quality. The verification survey described here was conducted to obtain 

empirical data and information on the proposed mining site in order to determine actual as opposed 

to predicted sediment properties and oceanographic conditions to evaluate the predictions and 

conclusions on marine ecology in the specialist study on the water column (Lwandle 2012 in NMP EIA 

2012).  The verification survey also sought to provide clarity on key concerns raised by NatMIRC and 

other external reviewers of the EIA (NMP 2012) as distilled below: 

 

• The currents and circulation information in the EIA studies were primarily taken from regional 

scale circulation modelling and other published sources. There is uncertainty on the applicability 

of this to the proposed mining area. 

• Similarly, important features of the water column were generalised from regional and possibly 

outdated information; this needs to be focused on the mining area. 

• Sediment characteristics vary zonally and longitudinally on the Namibian continental shelf, 

extrapolation from measurements to the north and south of the proposed mining area may not 

be sufficiently reliable leading to uncertainty on whether: 

- The adduced sediment particle size and sediment texture apply; 

- The sediment bed is resistant to suspension (sediment water content/porosity and 

presence/absence of armouring); 

- The in situ organic content (POM) and molar carbon/nitrogen (C/N) ratios are as 

predicted; 

- Sediment pore water departs from Redfield ratios, specifically in terms of inorganic 

nitrogen and phosphate ratios; 

- Sediment heavy metal contents are within the published guidelines for the region and 

whether those that are not are likely to be biologically available, and 

- The sediments are sulphidic or likely to release hydrogen sulphide (H2S) during 

dredging.  

• The available ancillary biological data presented (sediment meiofauna, macrofauna and 

presence/absence of thiobacteria and (thio)bacterial mats required refinement to add 

confidence to the impact assessments. 

 

The report is presented as a fully referenced scientific document, where a detailed scope and method 

statement is provided, followed by the presentation of the key results of the study and then the 

discussion of these results in light of their verification of the findings of the existing EIA.  The main 

themes of the report are presented in the following order: current flows and water masses; water 

column characteristics; sediment characteristics; and synopses of the associated benthos and 

thiobacteria investigations. 

 

2 SCOPE 

The measurements listed below were carried out to determine the validity of previously published 

baseline environmental information in the EIA (NMP 2012).  The survey was also designed to address 

the reviewer’s and NatMIRC’s comments as summarised above.  The following measurements were 
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undertaken within the mining licence area (MLA), specifically SP-1 the 20-year target mining site 

(Figure 1) as part of the verification survey and the linked gravity coring survey (Figure 2): 

 

 

• Investigation into the physical and chemical characteristics of the water column:  

- Vertical profiles of the distributions of temperature, conductivity, dissolved oxygen (DO), 

chlorophyll fluorescence (Chl) and turbidity measured by a multi-probe internal logging CTD 

extending from the sea surface to within 5 m of the sea bed; 

- Water samples collected at various depths concurrent with the CTD profiles for calibrations 

and water quality assessments; 

- Near sea bed temperature, conductivity, DO and turbidity time series measurements 

(measured using a moored internal logging multi-parameter CTD) to elucidate background 

concentrations and possible variations linkable to internal tide generated turbulence (Figure 

3); 

- Near sea bed high frequency current measurements (measured using a moored Aquadopp 

current meter – see Figure 3) to determine turbulence and the presence of sediment 

resuspension events linkable to internal tide generated turbulence, complementary to the DO 

and turbidity time series, and 

- Currents and indirect measurements (beam attenuation) of suspended sediments (equivalent 

to turbidity) through the upper water column (<100 m depth) measured by a moored, upward 

looking ADCP current meter (Figure 3).  

 

 

• Investigation into the physical and chemical nature of marine sediments: 

- Surficial sediment particle size and texture distribution investigations (measured on samples 

recovered by Day grab
2
), to determine whether sediments in (and surrounding) the proposed 

mining areas are mainly fine and medium sands with minimal mud (as stated in the NMP EIA, 

2012).  Also the companion measurements on sediment properties that are made (below) can 

only be properly understood in terms of the host sediment environment; 

  

2
 A Day Grab was deployed for surficial sediment sampling in this survey as multiple field trials at the site with the box core 

demonstrated that it could not penetrate the sediment sufficiently to provide the sample volumes required. This is 

attributed to the dense shell layers present across the survey area.  A multi-corer was not considered to be a 

suitable alternative either in this case, as it would have ‘bounced’ of the sediment surface.  
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- Subsurface sediment particle size and texture distributions to ~2.5 m depth (depth of 

phosphate resource) measured from samples recovered by gravity core; 

- Surficial and deep sediment organic content, POC and PON concentrations; 

- Surficial and deep sediment heavy metal, acid volatile sulphide (AVS) and simultaneously 

extracted metals (SEM) concentrations; 

- Surficial and deep sediment heavy metal elutriation measurements to determine the 

proportion of each metal that may be released into the water column (dissolved phase) 

through the dredging process and thereby become bioavailable, and 

- Sediment pore water inorganic nutrient (nitrogen and phosphorus) concentrations to 

demonstrate potential risks of departures from Redfield ratios when pore water is 

translocated to the upper water column, as water is released in discharge from the dredge 

hopper during dredging. 

 

 

3 METHODS 

The verification survey was carried out in the SP-1 area within the ML 170 licence area, offshore of 

Namibia (Figure 1) as this is the stated target area for the first 20 years of mining.  Areas SP-2 and SP-

3 are only expected to be mined in the distant future and were excluded from this survey as any field 

surveys in these areas should be undertaken closer to the time of mining.   

 

The verification survey comprised ship borne measurements covering the water column and 

sediments (surficial and profile measurements) as well as the deployment of an oceanographic 

instrumented mooring focused on currents, temperature, salinity, dissolved oxygen and turbidity 

time series measurements.  Figure 2 shows the layout of the stations occupied in the survey. The 

mooring was deployed by Metocean Services International (MSI) and data were recorded over two 

consecutive measurement periods P1 (8 June to 26 July 2013) and P2 (2 August to 13 September 

2013), totalling 90 days of measurements.  Surficial sediment and water column profiling and 

sampling were carried out from the service vessel MV DP Star over the period 24
th

  July to 4
th

  August 

2013, while the sediment core sampling was carried out from the MV Snowgoose between the 8
th

  

and 11
th

  of August 2013.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1/... 
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Figure 1: NMP’s Mining Licence area ML 170 and mineral resource areas  

on the continental shelf offshore of Namibia.   

The mining target areas within the Licence area are indicated as SP-1, SP-2 and SP-3.  The verification survey 

was carried out in target area SP-1. 
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Figure 2: Verification sampling sites in the SP-1 Mine Area.   

Note that the verification survey sites are represented by red squares.  Location of the oceanographic mooring 

is at SP1VS15.  Yellow and light blue squares show the locations of the benthic macrofauna sample sites.  

Isobaths are at 10 m intervals.   
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3.1 CURRENT FLOWS AND WATER PROPERTIES TIME SERIES MEASUREMENTS 

Local oceanographic processes were assessed during a 90 day deployment of a fixed mooring fitted 

with an upward looking ADCP, two Aquadopp current metres as well as a RBR CTD fitted with 

turbidity and dissolved oxygen sensors (Figure 3). The 90 day period was selected, in part, to detect 

effects of internal tides with a ~14 day (lunar) periodicity shown by Monteiro et al. (2005) to be 

important features controlling fine sediment distributions on the central Namibian continental shelf. 

The 90 day period would be able to capture 5-6 of these events, should they be detectable at the 

measurement site. A further consideration influencing the measurement period was the requirement 

to obtain a sufficiently long time series of data to show whether currents and the other measured 

variables at the mooring site were typical of those measured in and/or predicted for the region.  

 

The mooring was deployed on the 8
th

 June 2013 at site SP1VS15, 24° 08' 18.96" S and 14° 01' 32.88" 

E, in a water depth of ~193 m (Figure 2).  Recorded data were collected from the mooring during a 

service visit at day 45 and after the final recovery of the mooring on 13
th

 September 2013 (day 90).  

These data were quality checked and processed using WAVESMON and MATLAB software suites.  

Further details regarding data processing procedures are available in the MSI reports (MSI 2013a & 

2013b).  

 
Figure 3: Configuration of the oceanographic instrumentation mooring deployed during the verification survey. 

The upward looking ADCP measured currents in the upper 100 m water column. 
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3.2 WATER COLUMN FEATURES 

During the MV DP Star verification cruise (July – August 2013) CTD profiles and water samples were 

collected at six stations (SP1VS04, SP1VS09, SP1VS14, SP1VS15, SP1VS20 and SP1VS25) within the 

survey area (Figure 4).  At these stations water samples were collected at six depths (-1 m, - 10 m, -

20 m, -50 m, -100 m, and 5 m from the sea floor) for analyses of TSS, heavy metal, inorganic nutrients 

and DOC concentrations and profiles of conductivity, temperature, chlorophyll fluorescence, 

dissolved oxygen, and turbidity against depth through the water column.  

 

3.3 SEDIMENT PROPERTIES 

The verification sediment sampling regime covered a total of 26 stations, which extended across SP-1 

(Figure 2 and Figure 5).  Surficial sediment samples were collected by Day grab (MV DP Star) and the 

underlying sediments by gravity corer (MV Snowgoose).  The sub-samples collected from the cores 

and grabs were then analysed at the CSIR’s SANAS accredited chemical analysis laboratories in 

Stellenbosch, South Africa.  

 

From each Day grab sample, sediment sub-samples were collected for physical and chemical analysis. 

Analyses included sediment particle size (laser diffraction spectroscopy) and texture distributions, 

heavy metal, acid volatile sulphides (AVS), and simultaneously extracted metals (SEM) 

concentrations, oxidation-reduction potential (ORP), organic content and organic carbon and total 

nitrogen concentrations.  

 

Sediment cores ranging in length from 0.90 – 2.90 m depth were collected at the 26 sites (Figure 5) 

within two weeks of the completion of the Day grab sampling.  Following recovery, each core was 

sectioned into 1 m lengths (Figure 6), capped, sealed and frozen at -18° C before transfer to shore 

based analytical facilities in South Africa.  Analysis of the core sections followed the scheme shown in 

Figure 7a and 7b.  The priority samples (Figure 5) were subjected to a full suite of analyses at eight set 

lengths of the core (Figure 7b).  The remaining cores were analysed according to Figure 7a, where 

analyses were carried out at five set lengths.  The suite of analyses carried out on each subsection 

included test for: particle size analysis, %moisture, %loss on ignition, organic carbon, total nitrogen, 

heavy metals, AVS, SEM, and pore water ORP, nitrate and phosphate concentrations. 

 

Elutriation tests on heavy metal solubilisation were carried out on the priority cores with two 

elutriations per core, one using sediment collected from the top half/section of the core and the 

other from the bottom half/section (Figure 7b). 
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Figure 4: Map of the verification sampling regime highlighting the six water sampling stations, indicated here 

with blue circles.  
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Figure 5: Map of the gravity cores (blue squares) collected as part of the verification survey. 

The sites highlighted by green circles were selected as priority samples for analyses but all data from all of the 

collected cores is discussed here. Sites SP1GC10 and SP1GC21 were failed cores (high shell density preventing 

penetration) and therefore two extra samples were collected at SP1GC27 and SP1GC28.  
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‘ 

 

 

 

Figure 6: A frozen core sample collected using a gravity core.   

a) Depicts the full core, before separation into two lengths, b) shows the core sections once separated and 

capped and c) depicts the frozen sediment sample after removal from the plastic core lining. 

  

a) b) 

c) 
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Figure 7: Sub-sampling and analysis procedure for gravity core samples carried out at the CSIR.  

a) Shows the sub sampling requirements for all gravity cores, while b) depicts the sampling regime for the 

priority samples identified in Figure 5. 

 

3.4 BENTHOS 

During the cruise on the MV DP Star benthic macrofauna and meiofauna samples were collected 

from each of the Day grab samples (Figure 2).  The samples collected for benthic macrofauna were 

sieved through 300, 500 and 1 000 µm sieves. These, and the bulk samples for meiofauna, were 

preserved with ~4% buffered formalin and stored for later identification and counts which were 

carried out by Dr Nina Steffani of Steffani Marine Environmental Consultant (macrofauna), and Dr 

Simon Forster, Physalia Applied Sciences UK (meiofauna). 

 

3.5 THIOBACTERIA 

In a separate survey sulphur oxidising and reducing bacteria samples were obtained within the NMP 

mining licence (ML 170) area. Gravity core samples were retrieved from 10 sites and four subsamples 

of the surficial layers within the core were withdrawn for “quantitative Polymerase Chain Reaction” 

(qPCR) analysis in order to distinguish the sulphur bacteria species present.  

Removed for 

physiochemical 

analysis 

Remaining 

sediment 

D E F 

A B C 

Removed for 

physiochemical 

analysis 

Combined for 

Elutriation test 

(Top) 

Combined for 

Elutriation test 
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(b) (a) 
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4 RESULTS 

The results of the various surveys and measurements that have been conducted under the 

verification ‘umbrella’ are compartmentalised into the broad groupings of  

• Water column dynamics and properties and, 

• Sediment characteristics.   

 

This is purely for convenience and does not signify or imply that there is no dynamic link between the 

two.  

 

4.1 WATER COLUMN DYNAMICS AND PROPERTIES 

4.1.1 Currents  

The full results of the measurements obtained from the moored oceanographic instrumentation are 

presented in the data reports for the two observation periods (MSI 2013a & 2013b). Summary plots 

of the data are shown in Figure 8, Figure 9 and Figure 10 below.  From these it is evident that the 

prevailing near surface (<10 m) flow in both Period 1 (P1, 8 June to 26 July 2013) and Period 2 (P2, 2 

August to 13 September 2013) was in a north-north westerly direction, consistent with that typical of 

the Benguela Current regime (Shannon, 1985).  Subsurface currents alternated between northward 

and southward flows in both periods whilst near the seafloor the current direction was dominated by 

a south-south westerly flow in P1, typical of the poleward undercurrent (PUC).  In P2 however, the 

near seafloor flow was more variable, oscillating between poleward and equatorward flows 

consistent with the flow pattern at the midwater depth.  The PUC was thus more clearly defined in P1 

than in P2.  

 

Current velocities decreased with depth through the upper water column from a mean of 17 cm/s 

(P1 & P2) near the surface (<10 m depth) to 10 cm/s (P1) and 9 cm/s (P2) at mid-depth (~140 m).  A 

marked increase in speed was however observed near the seafloor in P1 where a mean speed of 

18 cm/s was recorded at 193 m depth in the predominantly poleward flow.  Mean velocity in this 

depth zone in P2 was lower at 9 cm/s. 

 

Figure 8 shows elevated current velocities attaining ~30 cm/s occurred around 22
nd

 June, 

immediately following a reversal in flow direction from equatorward to poleward.  For the remainder 

of both measurement periods flow velocities were relatively uniform even though, as noted above, 

P1 experienced higher mean velocities than P2.  
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NEAR SURFACE CURRENTS (-7 m)  

 

NEAR SURFACE CURRENTS (-9 m)  

 
MID WATER CURRENTS (-148 m) 

 
 

MID WATER CURRENTS (-142 m)  

 

NEAR SEABED CURRENTS (-193 m)  

 

NEAR SEABED CURRENTS (-188 m)  

 
Figure 8: Summary plots of current speed and directions during deployments P1 and P2. 

P1: 8 June – 26 July 2013 (left panel) and P2: 2 August – 13 September 2013 (right panel) at the near surface, 

mid water and near the seabed, collected from the oceanographic mooring located at 24° 08' 18.96" S, 14° 01' 

32.88" E. Note the different scale in the lower left panel.
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Figure 9: Near seabed Aquadopp current meter data from P1  

Figure shows current velocity and predominant southward flow (flowing towards 180-270°) but with equatorward flows (360°) around the 15
th

 of June and 22
nd

 July. 
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Figure 10: Near seabed Aquadopp current meter data from P2 showing current velocity and varying poleward and equatorward flows.
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The recorded currents are consistent with those derived for the region from measurements (e.g. 

Shannon 1985), and regional scale hydrodynamic modelling (Shillington et al. 2006).  Frequency 

analyses of the current data resolved into long- (V) and cross-shore (U) components show energy 

peaks at diurnal and 3 day intervals (Figure 11, Figure 12, Figure 13, Figure 14).  The presence of an 

internal tide event or a tidal wave breaking at the shelf edge (sensu Monteiro et al. 2005) identified in 

the EIA as a possible sediment re-suspension mechanism was not evident in the 90 day dataset 

analysed here. However, bottom shear stress is estimated at 0.2-0.3 Pa, above the threshold settling 

velocity (0.05 Pa) (P. Monteiro, CSIR, pers. comm.), implying that sediment would remain in 

suspension at the observed higher velocity near seabed current velocities (20-30 cm/s, Figure 9 and 

Figure 10).  This is supported by the classical Hjulstrom curve (e.g. http://imnh.isu.edu/digitalatlas/ 

hydr/concepts/gwater/hjulstrm.htm) which shows that unconsolidated clay and silt sized particles, 

with specific gravities >1.8, will remain in suspension at current velocities higher than 20 cm/s. POM 

typically has a lower specific gravity (~1.1 to 1.4, Parsons et al. 1977), and will be less likely to deposit 

in the observed current velocities. Therefore,  over the period of measurement, current conditions 

were such that accumulation of sedimenting particulate organic matter such as phytoplankton 

detritus and zooplankton faecal pellets, from upper water column plankton communities would not 

have occurred. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 11: Cross-shelf (U) velocity spectra recorded at 50 m and 5 m depth during P1  

These spectra show most variability is ascribed to long period (>3 days) fluctuations, daily motions possibly 

indicative of inertial cycles are the next most important.  Motions occurring twice per day were only the third 

most important explanations of cross shelf variability. 
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Figure 12: Cross-shelf (U) velocity spectra as recorded in P2 at 50 m and 5 m depth 

Inertial frequencies account for the majority of variability at 50 m, with a secondary peak close to the M2 tide as 

well as longer period (>3 days) fluctuations. 5 m variability in Uis highest at longer period fluctuations followed 

by inertial and twice daily fluctuations. 

 
Figure 13: Alongshore velocity (V) spectra for P1 recorded at 50 m and 5 m water depth 

These spectra show the dominance of long period fluctuations (>3 days), the secondary importance of daily 

motions (including inertial cycles) and then the third most important fluctuations occurred twice daily. 
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Figure 14: Alongshore velocity (V) spectra for P2 at 50 m and 5 m depth  

The spectra show a clear peak in longer period (>3 day) fluctuations, the daily fluctuations were the next most 

important source of variability (especially at 50 m depth) , followed by the twice daily tidal fluctuations. 

 

 

4.1.2 Water Column Properties 

4.1.2.1 Water Masses 

The temperature/salinity (T/S) characteristics of the water mass present in the survey area during the 

survey period are shown in the context of historical data for the region in Figure 15.  There is close 

alignment between the two data sets although the verification period survey measurements lie 

towards the cooler side of the historical data. This notwithstanding, the water mass is clearly 

characteristic of South-Atlantic Central Water (SACW). 

 

Inspection of the temperature, salinity and oxygen time series data from the first measurement 

period of the oceanographic mooring (P1, Figure 16) indicates that there are two sources of SACW 

present, one from the Cape Basin (fresh, cool and relatively well oxygenated) and the other which 

originates in the tropics (salty, warmer and oxygen deficient).  The dissolved oxygen concentrations 

and salinity measurements for the first period of the mooring data show that the northward flowing 

water is associated with ventilation events (e.g. 13-20 June in Figure 16) where predominantly 

fresher and more oxygenated water flows into the region from the Cape Basin while southward flow 

is associated with SACW from a tropical source, this is consistent with Monteiro et al. (2006).  During 

P2 southward flow was more common and the tropical source of SACW is reflected in the 

temperature and salinity time series data (oxygen data for P2 were not available due to equipment 

malfunction) (Figure 17).  
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Figure 15: T/S diagram showing the results from the CTD profile data collected during the verification survey. 

The survey data (black dots) are plotted against the regional T/S data as available from the SADCO database (Data courtesy of Louise Watt, CSIR): imagery plotted in ODV 

(Ocean Data Viewer). The colour scale is representative of water depth in metres. [n=71379] 
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Figure 16: P1 near seabed RBR CTD data.  

The data show the relationship between temperature, salinity and oxygen indicating the different sources of SACW water and isolated turbidity events. 
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Figure 17: P2 near seabed RBR CTD data. 

The data show the limited number of turbidity events, as well as the relationship between temperature and salinity. 
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In terms of system variability, a possible soliton event (where current speed and direction are found 

to change rapidly over a very short period of time (few hours)), was recorded on 17
th

 July 2013 (P1). 

Such events may have implications for the engineering design of the mining equipment.  The event 

was evident in temperature, current speed and direction, DO and salinity readings from the moored 

instrumentation where it was associated with cooler, fresher, more oxygenated water (Figure 18).  

The possible soliton event did not appear to result in a significant increase in turbidity at the mooring 

site. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 18: Cross-shelf (U) velocity and temperature record from P1  

showing a possible soliton event on 17
th

 July 2013.   

This event involved an atypical change in speed and direction of the velocity field as well as the temperature 

over a very short period of time (few hours). 

 

4.1.2.2 Temperature and Dissolved Oxygen 

The temperature and dissolved oxygen profiles collected during the MV DP Star survey suggest that 

the depth of the upper mixed layer (UML) varied during the survey period.  This UML, depicted by 

uniform temperature and high oxygen values (Figure 19), extended to a depth of between 20 and 

30 m in the water column.  As the measurements were made at six stations over a five day period 

(between 26
th

 and 30
th

 June 2013) these changes in UML depth indicate short term variability in the 

system.  Below the normoxic (DO > 2.8 g/ℓ3
) UML thermocline temperature decreased and oxygen 

values fell to hypoxic values (<2.8 g/ℓ) at approximately 120 m depth, declining further to severe 

hypoxia ,<0.5 g/ℓ, near the seafloor (e.g. Stn VS14, Figure 20).  The time series data from the 

moored instrumentation showed that near sea floor oxygen concentrations were persistently in the 

3
 The terminology established by Diaz and Rosenberg (1995) is used here where normoxia = 11.2 – 14.0 g/ℓ to 2.8 g/ℓ, 

hypoxia = 2.8 g/ℓ to zero and anoxia is zero oxygen. 
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severe hypoxia range (mean = 0.3 g/ℓ) but increased to hypoxic levels (~1.10 g/ℓ, 35 µM/l) during 

the ventilation event on 17-20 June (Figure 16). 

 

 
Figure 19: Temperature (upper panel) and salinity (lower panel) profiles measured in the survey area. 
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Figure 20: Oxygen profiles measured in the survey area. 

 

4.1.2.3 Turbidity 

Turbidity levels were generally low (<1 NTU) throughout both mooring measurement periods (Figure 

16 and Figure 17) as well as through the water column (Figure 21).  Slight elevations in surface and 

seafloor turbidity readings from the CTD profiles may be linked to the capture of dust particles at the 

surface and possibly low level turbidity in the benthic boundary layer due to elevated suspended 

sediments (e.g. Inthorn et al. 2006).  
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Figure 21: Turbidity profiles measured in the survey area (X-axis units are NTU). 

 

 

Isolated elevations in turbidity were recorded near the seabed during the P1 and P2 current 

measuring periods.  The period median value for P1 was 1.01 NTU, however two occasions of 

elevated turbidity were noted, where readings in excess of 350 NTU were recorded.  The first of 

these occurred on the 17
th

 of June and lasted for a few hours, while the second extended across 20
th

 

and 21
st
 July, and was associated with turbidity >100 NTU increasing to a peak of ~400 NTU close to 

midnight on the 20
th

 July (Figure 16).  During P2 the median turbidity value was 3.51 NTU with 

increases in excess of 200 NTU noted on three occasions (Figure 17).  These included a prolonged 

period of increased turbidity at the beginning of the measurement period (extending over 2
nd

 and 3
rd

 

August) with a maximum value exceeding 1 300 NTU.  Elevated NTU levels peaking at over 800 NTU 

were also evident for a few hours on the 9
th

 August, and then on the 17
th

 August turbidity levels rose 

steadily over a few hours to peak at ~ 300 NTU. 

 

No clear trend between current speed and direction (acceleration or switching events) and turbidity 

levels was identified throughout the current measurement period (although the two events 

identified in P1 did coincide with changing current direction) similar to Inthorn et al. (2006). It 

appears that the recorded elevated turbidity events were generated further afield and then advected 

across the survey area (Figure 9, Figure 10, Figure 16, and Figure 17).  Particles associated with these 

apparently farfield generated events (as well as those suspended from any events originating within 

the survey area) are not expected to settle on the seafloor of the survey area, as the bed shear stress 

was 0.2-0.3 Pa (Dr P. Monteiro, CSIR, pers. comm.), which is greater than the 0.05 Pa required to re-

suspend the particle sizes that were encountered in this study (see Section 4.2). 
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4.1.2.4 Nutrients 

The measures of inorganic nutrient concentrations collected from water samples at the various 

depths in the water column are summarised in Table 1. 

 

 

Table 1: Mean dissolved nitrogen and phosphorus concentrations and the resultant Redfield ratios associated 

with water samples collected during the verification survey. 

Sample depth 

(m) 

NH3-N NO3+NO2-N Phosphate 
Redfield 

Ratio 

µg/ℓ µg/ℓ µg/ℓ  

1 28.00 179.33 20.67 21.75 

10 28.00 154.50 21.33 18.48 

20 25.00 145.67 20.33 18.10 

50 24.67 200.67 28.50 17.22 

100 20.00 273.33 40.00 16.18 

Bottom Bin (185-

200 m) 

25.50 314.33 44.17 16.98 

Survey Mean 25.19 211.31 29.17 17.71 

 

 

As expected nitrate-nitrogen and phosphate-phosphorus increased with depth, attaining highest 

concentrations near the base of the water column.  Redfield ratios, calculated as moles ammonia and 

nitrate-nitrogen/moles phosphate phosphorus, ranged from 16 to 22 with a water column average of 

17.7. The upper water column ratios (20 m and above) indicate a slight elevation from the classical 

value of 16:1 implying that phosphorus may be marginally reduced. The data are limited in space and 

time and cannot be generalised to the region or longer time periods (e.g. months or seasons).  

 

4.1.2.5 Phytoplankton Biomass 

Fluorescence levels are elevated in the UML, as is expected in post upwelling conditions (Figure 22).  

The six CTD profiles indicate variability in the depth of the phytoplankton biomass maximum which 

could be linked to changes in phytoplankton buoyancy.  The fluorescence levels decrease below 

100 m.   
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Figure 22: Chlorophyll fluorescence profiles measured in the survey area (x-axis units are chlorophyll a 

equivalents in µg/ℓ). 

 

 

4.1.2.6 Heavy Metals 

Heavy metal concentrations in the water samples collected at various depths in the water column 

during the verification survey were uniformly low.  Aluminium, cadmium, chromium, copper, lead, 

mercury, manganese and nickel were all present at concentrations below the detection limits 

(Detection limits: 0.5 µg/ℓ (cadmium, chromium, lead, manganese, nickel), 1 µg/ℓ (mercury, copper), 

5 µg/ℓ (aluminium)) and none of the measured metal concentrations exceeded the BCLME water 

quality guideline threshold values available for the region (CSIR 2006).  

 

4.2 SEDIMENTS 

4.2.1 Sediment particle size 

The textural classification of the surficial sediments sampled by Day grab and the underlying 

sediments sampled by gravity core at the 26 sample sites are shown in Figure 23 and Figure 24, 

respectively (GRADISTAT v.8 (Blot 2010))
4
.  

 

4
 Note: In this study sediment particle sizes were measured by laser diffractometry. The algorithms used for image 

processing required that sediment particle sizes >2 000 µm ESD were excluded from analysis. Consequently gravel 

sized particles, mainly the larger shell debris, have not been estimated. 
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Figure 23: Ternary diagram showing surficial sediment texture classification (Day grab samples) 
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Figure 24: Ternary diagram showing subsurface sediment texture (Gravity core samples) 

 

 

Surficial sediments textures are classed as silty sand and the underlying material falls into the silty 

sand to silt range.  

 

These differences are reflected in particle size distribution plots (Figure 25 and Figure 26), which 

show that although the modal size is higher in core samples there is a stronger contribution of 

sediments of <10 µm particle size. This is confirmed in the box and whisker plot comparing the 

median (D50) sediment particle sizes between the subsurface core samples and the surficial layer grab 

samples (Figure 27). In both cases the distributions are skewed towards the smaller particle size 

ranges but this is more dramatically so in the core samples than is evident in the Day grab samples of 

the surficial sediments.  
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Figure 25: Particle size distribution plot for Day grab samples of surficial sediments in the survey area 

 

 
 

Figure 26: Particle size distribution plot for gravity core samples of subsurface sediments in the survey area 
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Figure 27: Box/whisker plot showing medians, inter-quartile ranges and outliers of sediment particle size D50 

values for gravity core and grab sample sediments in the survey area. 

 

 

Day grab and gravity core deployments showed that surficial sediment layers frequently included 

dense shell layers, to the point that repeat deployment attempts had to be made to obtain the 

required samples.  Figure 28 shows an example of this (Grab sample #SP1VS23) in contrast to a less 

shell loaded silty sand sample (Grab sample #SP1VS20).  
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Figure 28: Grab sample photographs showing the shelly (top panel) and sandy silt (bottom panel) nature of the 

Day grab samples collected during the verification survey.  

 

 

Gravity core deployments indicate that shell was denser on the eastern boundary of the survey area 

than sample sites further to the west. However, this is not apparent in the horizontal distributions of 

surficial sediment D50 values (median particle sizes) which indicate a less systematic pattern (Figure 

29). Given the scale of the survey area relative to that of the processes controlling sediment 

distributions in mid- to outer-continental shelf areas this result is to be expected. 
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Figure 29: Distribution of surficial sediment (Day grab samples)  

median particle size (D50) across the survey area.  

The sample sites are shown by filled yellow circles (note that these include the macrofauna test and reference 

sites (n = 12); the blue arrow shows north. 

 

 

 

4.2.2 Sediment organic content and associated properties 

The sediment particulate organic matter (POM) content and the related metrics of organic carbon 

(POC) and total nitrogen (PON) concentrations, oxidation/reduction potential (ORP)
5
 and acid volatile 

sulphide (AVS) concentrations measured across the target mining depth in the survey area are listed 

in Table 2 and Table 3.  

  

5
 Core samples only 
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Table 2: Surficial sediment properties in the survey area (Day grab samples). Note that acid volatile sulphide 

(AVS) was below the concentration threshold (0.2 mMol/kg) of the analytical procedure employed. 

Metric 
Moisture POM POC PON 

C:N 
AVS  

% % % % mM/kg 

Mean 39.66 7.41 7.43 0.81 11.39 nd 

SD 4.78 1.74 3.03 0.35 3.73 nd 

n 26 26 26 26 26 26 

 

Table 3: Subsurface sediment properties in the survey area (gravity core samples). Note that nitrate and 

phosphate were measured in pore water extracts 

Metric 
Moisture POM POC PON 

C:N 
ORP AVS Nitrate Phosphate 

% % % % mV mM/kg µg/ℓ µg/l 

Mean 35.85 7.46 6.62 0.44 19.85 70.80 1.67 155.87 209.19 

SD 15.07 3.06 2.48 0.19 12.75 24.18 1.06 97.70 362.49 

n 137 54 137 137 137 137 53 137 39 

 

 

The mean moisture content, POM and POC concentrations were similar between the two sediment 

layers. Total nitrogen (PON) was elevated in the surficial sediments but AVS was below the analytical 

detection limit. AVS, although detectable in the subsurface sediments, was low. Molar C:N ratios in 

both sediment layers were high, indicative of relatively refractory organic matter. This metric was 

higher in the subsurface sediments consistent with a longer burial period as would be expected from 

the origin of the ore body (Compton 2012).   

 

In the subsurface sediments (Table 3) the redox potential (ORP) measurements indicate that the 

sediment body is hypoxic (dissolved oxygen levels within the sediment body are less than 2.8 g/ℓ 

but greater than zero) (e.g. Palmeri et al. 2014). However, bottom waters were characterised by 

severe hypoxia (DO <0.5 g/ℓ) over most of the measurement period and it would be expected that 

pore waters would be similarly low in oxygen. Given this, it is possible, but considered to be unlikely, 

that the core sediment samples were exposed to the atmosphere during the ORP measurement 

process and linked oxygen flux into the sediment produced the elevated redox potential 

measurements. The presence of nitrate-nitrogen in the sediment pore waters from cores collected to 

a depth of over 2 m indicates that, even if severely hypoxic the sediments were not sulphidic as 

nitrate-nitrogen and hydrogen sulphide do not coexist (Brüchert  et al. 2003). This is further 

supported by the observed low AVS concentrations. 

 

The subsurface sediment pore water contained moderate nitrate-nitrogen concentrations but high 

phosphate-phosphorus concentrations (Table 3). The latter is to be expected as the sediments 

sampled are part of a pelletal phosphate ore body. A consequence of this phosphorus enrichment is 

that the pore waters show a considerable departure from the water column Redfield ratio observed 

in the survey area (8.2 vs 17.7, Table 1). The moisture content of the sediment is low, however, 

indicating that the affected pore water volume is also low (~35 litres/m
3
 sediment). 

 

4.2.3 Heavy metal concentrations 

The heavy metal concentrations measured in the surficial sediment layer (Day grab samples) and in 

the underlying sediments (gravity core samples) across the target mining depth are summarised and 

compared against BCLME sediment quality guideline concentrations (BCLME 2006) in Table 4. This 
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table shows that for all elements, except for manganese and mercury, concentrations in the 

subsurface layers were higher than those in the surficial sediments. This is partly ascribed to the 

dilution effects of dense shell aggregations on heavy metal concentrations in the surficial layers. The 

median concentrations of five of the metals measured in the sediment body exceeded the toxicity 

effect concentration thresholds for the region as defined in BCLME (2006).  Chromium and copper 

were higher than the recommended guideline level (equivalent to the threshold effect level, TEL, 

above which toxicity effects may occur) while arsenic, cadmium and nickel exceeded the probable 

effect level (PEL). Although the concentration values of many heavy metals exceeded TELs, the actual 

bioavailabilty of these was found to be very low (Table 5).  Additionally, similar to the metals AVS was 

undetectable in the surficial sediments but occurred at measurable concentrations in the subsurface 

sediments and was in exceedance of the simultaneously extracted metal (SEM) levels. 

 

Table 4: Median heavy metal concentrations (mg/kg), AVS and SEM
6
 (mM/kg) for Day grab (surficial sediments) 

and gravity core (subsurface sediments) samples in the survey area  

The heavy metal concentrations are compared with the BCLME regional sediment quality guideline 

concentrations (mg/kg). Elements in bold type exceed recommended guideline (BCLME RGL) concentrations 

whilst those in bold red type exceed probable effects level threshold concentrations (BCLME PEL). 

 

Metal / Property

Day Grab Samples (n = 

26)

Gravity Core Samples (n 

= 136)

BCLME RGL (= 

TEL) BCLME PEL

Al 5106.00 14855.00 - -

As 46.88 51.65 7.24 41.60

Ba 39.34 61.99 - -

Cd 13.85 21.40 0.68 4.21

Co 3.21 5.53 - -

Cr 120.60 155.12 52.30 160.00

Cu 21.89 35.50 18.70 108.00

Fe 9516.22 18460.00 - -

Mn 30.35 14.25 - -

Hg 0.10 0.07 0.13 0.70

Ni 46.99 77.63 15.90 42.80

Pb 7.90 23.35 30.20 112.00

V 29.58 50.21 - -

Zn 26.51 53.67 124.00 271.00

AVS - 1.97

SEM (Divalents) 0.14 0.15

SEM/AVS - 0.09  
 

Heavy metals in the surficial sediments co-vary with aluminium with most of their variability being 

explained to varying extents by the distribution of this proxy for clay minerals (Figure 30).  Clay 

minerals would be imported into the area via atmospheric dust fallout and fluvial input. Hence it is 

probable that the heavy metals have a terrigenous origin. Cadmium does not conform to this model 

as its relationship with aluminium is weak.  Borchers et al. (2005) attribute high cadmium 

6
 SEM is calculated as the sum of the concentrations of the divalent metals Cd, Cu, Ni, Pb and Zn extracted in the acid 

fraction along with AVS (Di Toro et al. 1992)  
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concentrations in Namibian continental shelf sediments to cycles of H2S outgassing and sulphidation 

of the lower water column.  This triggers precipitation of cadmium (as CdS) and sedimentation along 

with POM from phytoplankton. Similar non-conformity has been reported for cadmium in the 

biologically productive Saldanha and St. Helena Bays on the South African west coast (CSIR 2010); 

here sequestration in the sediments may be mediated via sedimenting senescent phytoplankton as 

opposed to precipitation as a sulphide. 

 

Despite their apparent natural, as opposed to anthropogenic origin, the heavy metals that exceed the 

established sediment quality guidelines for the region (BCLME 2006) represent an apparent toxicity 

risk. This risk is primarily linked to whether or not the metals are bioavailable to marine organisms; 

exposures being either through the aqueous (dissolved) phase, or direct ingestion of heavy metals 

bound to POM (Wang, 2002). Dissolution can occur when metals are mobilised from the particulate 

into the dissolved form (e.g. Di Toro et al. 1992 and others) through, e.g., disturbances to the seabed 

resulting from natural processes such as methane ebullition or through direct disturbances such as 

those caused by dredging and demersal trawling.  Metal dissolution (especially that of divalent 

metals) is affected by the presence of free sulphides as these bind readily with the metals causing 

rapid re-precipitation as insoluble metal-sulphides.  The availability of other metal binding sites such 

as iron and manganese hydroxides, and particulate organic matter either individually or (more 

frequently) in metal-organic complexes also affects metal dissolution.  

 

The potential for the heavy metals that exceed the BCLME sediment quality guideline concentrations 

to become bioavailable, by entering and persisting in the dissolved phase, was measured by 

elutriation tests on gravity core samples (surface to over 2 m depth in the sediment body). There was 

insufficient sediment volume in most of the Day grab samples to run these tests on the surficial 

sediments, hence their exclusion from this measurement. The results summarised in Table 5 indicate 

that negligible proportions of the metals solubilised and that the concentrations of the bioavailable 

fraction of the metals were well within the BCLME (2006) threshold effect (TEL) guideline 

concentrations. Factors limiting the dissolution of metals would have been the presence of AVS as, 

although present at low concentrations, it was in excess of the SEM fraction (Table 4), as described 

above.  Additionally other metal binding complexes such as iron and manganese hydroxides and 

particulate organic matter, would have prevented the dissolution of metals. Hence, no toxicity effects 

of the identified heavy metals, including bioaccumulation and trophic transfers in the marine food 

chain, either in situ or following redistribution by the mining process are expected from increased 

concentrations in the dissolved phase. 
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Figure 30: Scatterplots showing the relationships between selected heavy metals and aluminium  

a proxy for terrigenous clay minerals, in the surficial sediments sampled from the survey area (Day grab samples). 
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Table 5: Proportions (% of mass in sediment) of selected heavy metals released from gravity core samples 

subjected to elutriation tests. 

 
 

Toxicity effects mediated through take-up of heavy metals in the particulate phase by primarily by 

deposit and filter feeders requires adsorption to or association with organic particles, generally 

detritus. The potential for this is unknown in the survey area. However, effects appear to be 

constrained as trophic transfers in pelagic food chains probably attenuate at the primary consumer 

level (copepods, Wang and Fisher, 1998, Wang 2002).  

 

4.3 BENTHOS 

Benthic faunal distributions were investigated in the meiofauna and macrofauna size categories. 

These investigations were conducted respectively by Dr Simon Forster of Physalia Applied Sciences, 

UK (Physalia) and Dr Nina Steffani of Steffani Marine Environment Consultant and are the subject of 

independent reports presented as part of the verification programme (Physalia 2014, Steffani 2014). 

For completeness, summaries of these investigations are presented below. 

 

4.4 MEIOFAUNA 

A total of 135 nematode and 36 harpacticoid copepod taxa was identified from meiofauna samples 

collected at the 26 verification sites.  Nematode species richness values of up to 42 species per 

sample were recorded and densities of up to 30,400 nematodes per litre of sediment were present. 

These data are comparable to other offshore seabed sites recorded at similar water depth. Analyses 

of community structure identified six robust, coherent clusters of communities comprising 

structurally-related species assemblages. The community clusters were consistent with the presence 

of an environmental gradient along the west-east axis of the sampling sites.  It is apparent that this 

gradient in sediment granulometry, with finer sediments and silts occurring to the west of the survey 

area and coarser sediments to the east, was the principal determinant of meiofaunal community 

Core # % As % Cd % Cr % Cu % Ni % Pb

2878 0.125 0.013 0.002 0.004 0.004 0.031

2880 0.447 0.041 0.001 0.01 0.008 0.033

2880 0.373 0.021 0.001 0.006 0.006 0.023

2881 0.305 0.012 0.001 0.006 0.004 0.025

2882 0.231 0.049 0.001 0.011 0.003 0.035

2882 0.401 0.016 0.001 0.006 0.004 0.023

2883 0.378 0.093 0.001 0.01 0.006 0.032

2883 0.162 0.109 0.001 0.005 0.02 0.042

2884 1.387 0.154 0.001 0.005 0.004 0.047

2884 1.75 0.011 0.001 0.006 0.002 0.036

2888 1.55 0.177 0.001 0.013 0.006 0.04

2894 0.485 0.054 0.002 0.013 0.005 0.034

2894 2.339 0.052 0.001 0.012 0.005 0.038

Mean 0.76 0.06 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.03

Bioavailable 

Fraction 

mg/kg

0.36 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01

BCLME TEL 7.24 0.68 52.30 18.70 15.90 30.20
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structures during the verification survey.  The sediment particle size analysis results, described 

earlier, support this view although when plotting the median particle size value for each site 

(determined from the surface grabs) (Figure 29), the trend in particle size is more complex than 

suggested in the meiofauna report.  

 

The detailed Physalia report is presented in Section C, Chapter C2.4 (Physalia 2014).  

 

4.4.1 Macrofauna  

The distributions of benthic macrofauna across the verification survey area were investigated in three 

size fraction, >1 000 µm, 500-1 000 µm and 300-500 µm to show the relative distributions of taxa and 

biomass. The >1000 µm fraction was clearly characterised by macrofauna, which contributed 93% to 

the benthos while meiofauna was sparse (7%).  The smaller fractions, on the other hand, were 

dominated by meiofauna with 73% and 83% in the 500-1000 µm and 300-500 µm sections, 

respectively. A total of 26 macrofauna species/taxa was encountered in the >1000 µm fraction. The 

addition of the 500-1000 µm section increased the number of species to 30, with the additional 

species being two polychaetes, , a cephalocarid and an ectoprocta species  The addition of the 300-

500 µm section, however, did not add any further taxa to the macrofauna list. Macrofauna was most 

abundant in the >1 000 µm fraction contributing >90% to the overall abundance, while the relative 

abundance of meiofauna increased drastically in the 500 µm fraction and even more so in the 300 

µm fraction to 83% relative abundance. The addition of the 500 µm size fraction increased the total 

number of species encountered from 27 to 33 (increase of 18%), but the 300 µm fraction did not add 

any more species.  In the >500 µm size fraction a total of 3919 specimen belonging to 36 taxa was 

recorded at the 15 survey sites in SP-1. Polychaetes were dominant, being represented by 25 taxa, 

followed by crustaceans and cnidarians (three taxa each) and single taxa for molluscs, echinoderms, 

nemertines, ectoprocta and oligochaetes.  The most common species was an oligochaete Tubificidae 

spp., which contributed on average 32.6% to the total abundance per site, closely followed by the 

polychaete Paraprionospio pinnata (31.3%).  Other common animals included the polychaetes 

Aphelochaeta sp. 1 (11.7%), Lumbrineris meteroana (6.6%), Diopatra monroi (4.6%), and Syllidia 

armata (3%).  The most common non-annelid taxon was a seapen Veretellidae sp. (<1%).  

Crustaceans were represented by the sandprawn Callianassa australis (8 specimens in total or 0.2% 

on average), an amphipod Grandidierella sp. 1 (two specimens at one site), and one cephalocarid 

specimen of the family Hutchinsoniellidae sp. 1.  Nemertines and anemones were represented by five 

and three specimens, respectively, while all other phyla had one specimen only. 

 

While P. pinnata and Tubificidae spp. characterised the macrofauna communities in terms of 

abundance, biomass was strongly dominated by the presence of the large polychaete Diopatra 

monroi that contributed on average 54.5% to the total biomass per site. It is endemic to southern 

West Africa, where it can occur in dense concentrations of >500/m2
.  The second most important 

biomass-contributor was the also relatively large P. pinnata  contributing 20.5%, followed by the 

seapen (12%) and the sandprawn C. australis (4.6%).  All other taxa contributed insignificantly to the 

biomass (<1% per taxa).  This shows that more than 90% of the macrofaunal biomass consisted of 

five species only. 

 

The benthos assemblage recorded in the verification survey was similar to that observed in the area 

in the initial surveys conducted there (Steffani 2010). These communities are apparently shaped by 

hypoxic conditions that are characteristic of the area as exemplified by the dominance of P. pinnata 

as it typifies oxygen-constrained environments worldwide. The low crustacean abundance is another 

feature of such environments. In contrast there were some large forms present that appear to 
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require more oxic environments or, at least, episodic exposures to these, e.g. the abundance of a 

variety of large species (e.g. D. monroi) that clearly dominate the biomass and abundance/biomass 

distributions that indicate mostly undisturbed environment. Further, the presence of large 

polychaetes such as D. monroi may be an indicator as to whether anoxia or toxic H2S levels occur.  

Such large animals can have appreciable life spans, e.g. another brooding species of the genus, D. 

marocensis, is considered to have a life span of at least two years. The presence of this species and 

possibly the congeneric D. monroi thus suggest that at least in the >6 month period prior to the 

verification survey, conditions had not become anoxic or sulphidic to the extent that lethal effects 

would have been generated on the benthos in general or these species in particular.  

 

4.4.2 Thiobacteria 

Sulphur bacteria distributions in the MLA 170 licence area were investigated by Bronwyn Kirby, Next 

Generation Sequencing Facility Department of Biotechnology, University of Stellenbosch and are the 

subject of a separate specialist report commissioned as part of the verification process. For 

completeness a summary of the main findings of this investigation is presented below. 

 

Bacterial genera involved in both sulphur-oxidisation and sulphur-reduction were found to be 

present in the samples obtained from the proposed mining area. The numbers of sulphur-oxidising 

bacteria were lower than the numbers of sulphur-reducing bacteria. Sulphur-oxidising bacteria utilise 

H2S as fuel, oxidising it into sulphate. This keeps the H2S within the sediment, and prevents it from 

being released into the water column. In contrast to this process, sulphur-reducing bacteria reduce 

sulphate, through respiratory processes, into H2S, and so are characteristic of sediments where 

higher concentrations of H2S are present (Jorgensen 1977). The presence of the sulphur-utilising 

groups of bacteria corroborates the presence of the hypoxic sediments within the mining licence 

block, as both groups are associated with low oxygen conditions (Jorgensen 1977). 

 

The bacterial genera involved in sulphur reduction identified in the samples obtained included 

Desulfobacteralis, Desulfovibrionales, Syntropobacterialis, Desulfoto-maculum, Desulfosporomusa 

and Desulfosporosinus. The bacterial species involved in sulphur oxidisation included Thiobacillus 

thiooxidans, Thiobacillus ferrooxidans, Thiobacillus denitrificans and Acidothiobacillus spp. In general, 

Thiobacillus species have a low growth yield (Jorgensen & Nelson 2004), which explains the lower 

concentrations of sulphur-oxidising bacteria in comparison to sulphur-reducing bacteria within the 

study region. Because of these low growth yields and less efficient oxidising capabilities, Thiobacillus 

spp. are of less significance in the oxidisation of H2S, compared with the large sulphur bacteria, that 

have been found in the Namibian continental shelf region (Jorgensen & Nelson 2004, Brüchert et al. 

2003) . None of the large sulphate bacteria, namely from the genera Thiomargarita, Beggiatoa and 

Thioploca, which have developed more specialised modes of sulphur oxidisation and that play a more 

significant role in the oxidisation of H2S, were found in the samples from the mining licence area 

(MLA 170).  

 

The sediment properties analysed in this verification survey indicate that there are low acid volatile 

sulphide (AVS) concentrations in the sediment. AVS is used as a proxy for H2S production and 

sulphate reduction. The apparent low levels of H2S production and sulphate reduction occurring 

within sediments in the mining area corroborate the absence of large sulphur bacteria within the 

samples and would suggest that the levels of H2S flux within the area are too low to support large 

populations of these bacteria. Instead less conspicuous sulphur-oxidising bacteria, such as 

Thiobacillus spp. are active.  
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5 DISCUSSION 

The purpose of the survey described in this report was to examine and verify, or contradict, the main 

conclusions of the NMP Marine Phosphate Mining EIA specialist study (Lwandle 2012 in NMP 2012). 

The pivotal issue and expressed uncertainty by the various reviewers of the specialist study was the 

nature of the seabed in the proposed mining area, especially in terms of whether it supported an 

appreciable sulphide flux and linked environmental processes. This aspect is addressed through the 

discussion of the above findings in conjunction with assessments provided to this study by Dr. P. 

Monteiro, CSIR, South Africa (in Litt.)  The balance of the issues raised during review of the original 

specialist report to the EIA are also summarised. 

 

Monteiro (in litt.) evaluated the potential releases of sulphide from the sediments from two sources; 

that linked to organic loading to the sediments and from oxidation of iron pyrites (FeS2) in suspended 

sediment (turbidity plumes) in the water column.   

 

In the first instance Monteiro examined the core hypothesis that the area surveyed in the verification 

study has characteristics typical of the inner continental shelf biogenic particulate matter enriched 

mud belts, hereafter referred to generically as mud,  extending north of 24° S and an alternate 

hypothesis that sulphate reduction, an important characteristic of the mud belt, is minimal because 

turbulence in the benthic boundary layer limits accumulation of pelagically produced particulate 

matter (POM) and associated particulate organic carbon and nitrogen.  Data and information used 

were those summarised in this report and the peer reviewed published investigations on the 

Namibian continental shelf mud belts (Monteiro et al., 2005, 2006; van der Plas et al. 2007 and 

Brüchert et al. 2003).  

 

The Namibian cross shelf %POM and bathymetry characteristics as well as the positions of the 22°S 

line of stations investigated by van der Plas et al. (2006) are shown in Figure 31.  This study showed 

that the inshore mud belt sediments were characterized by elevated POM (>15%) and molar C:N 

ratios <9. These are indicative of a high flux of relatively fresh phytoplankton into the sediments of 

the mud belt. In contrast, sediments offshore of the mud belt support lower POM ( <10%) and higher 

C:N ratios (>9), implying a lower supply, or less retention, of pelagically produced organic carbon and 

that this is older, refractory material. Further, AVS, a proxy for hydrogen sulphide (HS
-
) production 

(sulphate (SO4) reduction) is low (<5 mMol/kg) in low POM environments but elevated to 

8-22 mMol/kg in high POM sediments.  
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Figure 31: Namibian cross-shelf POM distributions (from Bremner 1978) and the locations of the 22° S station 

transect (redrawn from van der Plas et al. 2007)   

 

Brüchert et al. (2003) measured SO4 reduction and pore water HS
-
 concentrations on a transect 

across the continental shelf between 22° S and 23° S. Their results showed that SO4 reduction rates 

were very high at 300-3 000 nMol/cm
3
/day in the upper 10 cm of the mud belt sediments but outside 

of this declined sharply to 2-10 nMol. Correspondingly pore water HS
-
 concentrations were 

~10 mMol/l in the mud belt sediments but an order of magnitude less offshore of the mud belt.  

The Brüchert  et al. (2003) investigation also showed that the transition between mud belt conditions 

and the lower POC concentration offshore was sharp as summarised in Table 6.  This leads to the 

general statement that, when water depth is >150 m and nitrate-nitrogen concentrations rise above 

zero, HS
-
 in the benthic boundary layer is zero.  

 

Table 6: Benthic boundary layer properties across the Namibian continental shelf (from Brüchert  et al. 2003). 

Station # 
Latitude 

S 

Longitude 

E 

Water 

Depth (m) 
O2 (µM) 

Sulphide 

(µM) 

NO3
-
 + NO2

- 

(µM) 

1 22·51.9’ 14·28.9’ 25 0.0 26.6 0.0 

2 22·48.9’ 14·26.9’ 40 0.0 30.1 0.0 

3 22·38.5’ 14·17.5’ 75 0.0 40.7 0.0 

4 22·24.9’ 14·03.1’ 100 0.0 28.7 1.2 

5 22·41.0’ 13·56.2’ 125 0.0 7.0 0.0 

6 23·01.9’ 13·44.8’ 150 3.3 0.0 1.4 

7 23·10.0’ 13·31.8’ 200 3.0 0.0 22.7 
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In addition to the presence of dissolved oxygen and nitrates, POM C:N ratios also affect HS
-
 fluxes 

into the benthic boundary layer in that where C:N is <9 HS
-
 is present but not so when C:N is >9 

(Figure 32).  

 

 
Figure 32: Relationship between POM C:N ratios and a) ammonium (NH4) and b) hydrogen sulphide (H2S)  

concentrations in the benthic boundary layer (van der Plas et al. 2007). 
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In summary the following is apparent from the research synthesised above: 

• The organic rich mud belt has a unique set of biogeochemical indicators:  

– Low C:N ratio (<9) 

– Elevated HS
-
 production (100 – 1000 nMol/cm

3
/day) 

– Elevated HS
-
 concentrations in the benthic boundary layer (> 100 µMol/l) 

– Elevated AVS > 5mMol (5 – 25) in the sediments 

• The refractive offshore belt is characterized by: 

– Higher C:N > 9 

– HS
-
 production < 1nMol/cm

3
/d 

– HS
-
 concentrations in the benthic boundary layer < 1µMol/l 

– Low AVS < (0 – 5mMol) in the sediments 

 

These features validate the employment of AVS as an order of magnitude indicator of proxy for HS
-
 

fluxes from Namibian continental shelf sediments.  

 

The verification survey of sediment properties (both surficial and sub-surface) in the proposed 

pelletal phosphorus mining area where water depths are 190 m-210 m has demonstrated the 

following: 

– High C:N ratios in the sediments indicative of refractory POM 

– Very low AVS concentrations and, from the above, predicted low to zero flux of HS
-
 into 

the benthic boundary layer, and 

– Elevated nitrate concentrations at the base of the water column and in the sediment 

pore water supporting the contention that HS
-
 flux is zero as the two compounds do not 

coexist (Brüchert et al. 2003). 

 

A process contributing to this condition is the measured high shear stress at the seafloor, this being 

two orders of magnitude higher than that required to erode sedimenting POM. Consequently even if 

fresh, labile low C:N ratio POM was to reach the seabed in this area it is unlikely, if the measured 

current conditions persist over time, that it would remain there or accumulate sufficiently to 

materially alter the location’s biogeochemical conditions. 

 

From the above it is concluded that the proposed mine area (SP-1/ML 170) does not show the 

characteristics of the mud belt and the SO4 reduction and therefore HS
-
 flux from the sediments 

would be minimal; i.e. the core hypothesis is rejected and the alternative applies. This supports the 

conclusion of the EIA specialist study that environmental risks of mining by dredging would be 

physical as opposed to biogeochemical. 

 

Monteiro (in litt) raises the caveat that his conclusions are based on conditions measured at the 

proposed mining site in winter and may be different especially in late summer when dissolved 

oxygen advection into the area (ventilation) may be reduced due to the dominance of poleward 

flows of SACW from the Angola region. Whether there would be markedly different fluxes is moot 

however as the main controlling factor for POM deposition is current velocity and regional data 

indicate that these would be mostly higher than 10 cm/s. These are sufficient to maintain even 

coarse silt sized particles with specific gravities >1.8 in suspension.  

 

With respect to oxidation of iron pyrite in sediment resuspended during mining (dredging) Monteiro 

examined the implicit assumption apparent in the Lwandle (2012) assessment that this compound is 

stable over time scales that are much larger than the mining and re-sedimentation time scales. The 
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potential oxidation was evaluated under aerobic conditions, as would occur with sediment 

discharged from the dredger as part of the lean water generating turbidity plumes in the upper 

mixed layer of the water column, and hypoxic/anaerobic conditions at the base of the water column. 

 

Oxidation of iron pyrite under aerobic conditions 

 

There are two questions central to aerobic oxidation of iron pyrite, which are important because they 

constrain the rate at which pyrite oxidation impacts on dissolved oxygen: 

 

1. what determines the rate? 

2. What is the geochemical fate of the sulphur fraction of the pyrite? 

 

Geochemical experimental studies on the oxidation of pyrite under aerobic conditions indicate that 

the key factor that determines the rate is the mineral particle size in the sediment (Morse, 1991).  

The oxidation rate was shown to be sensitive to the surface-area : volume ratio (A/V) µm.  Broadly, 

small particles (<1 µm) oxidized on time scales of hours to days (3 – 20%/d) and larger particles 

(>1 μ  o idized o  ti e s ales of o ths to ears 0.08 – 0.34%/d). 

 

Overall, the rate (R) expression is summarized as: 

 

R (mol/hour/pyrite-grain) = α*ks*r
2 

 

Where: 

α= 9.23 mol/m
3
 (Oxygen saturation) 

 

ks= rate constant (3.07x10
-6

 mol/h), and 

 

r – radius (m) 

 

This expression has been used experimentally to determine the mean ratio of the pyrite particles in 

the sediment.  The main outcome from this study that is relevant to the NMP study is that the upper 

boundary of pyrite that is expected to oxidize within time scales that are meaningful for the mining 

activity (< 10 – 30 days) is small probably ~ 10% of the pyrite load in the sediments – this needs to be 

constrained from samples. 

 

The biogeochemical fate of sulphur is important because of the impact that it has on oxygen demand.  

In this respect it is not appropriate to assume thermodynamic equilibrium to link the fate of sulphur 

to oxygen demand in a natural seawater system.  This is the case because of the kinetic activation 

barrier related to the stability of the intermediate products for oxygen (O2
-
 superoxide) and sulphur 

(HS
-
 - radical) (Ma et al. 2006; Luther et al. 2010).  Under aerobic conditions the main product of 

sulphur oxidation is S(0) or elemental sulphur rather than SO4
2-

 (Ma et al. 2006).   

 

The two possible reaction pathways are: 

 

O2 + HS
-
    O2

-
 + HS

-
    Equation 1 

O2 + HS
-  S(0) + H2O2    Equation 2 

In the Eq. 1 reaction, as described earlier, the two unfavourable intermediate products resulting from 

a single electron transfer to form O2
-
 impose a kinetic control of the reaction.  The main reason is the 
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electron structure of oxygen where two singly occupied (pi*) anti-bonding molecular orbitals exist 

(Luther et al. 2010).  The main difference between the two reactions is that the unfavourable one 

involves a single electron transfer whereas the second is a two-electron transfer (Luther et al. 2010). 

 

The thermodynamics of the one and two electron transfers are depicted in Figure 33, reproduced 

from Figure 3 in Luther et al. 2010.  It shows how the 2-electron transfers are associated with 

favourable negative Gibbs free energy compared to the positive shift for the single electron transfer 

via the super-oxide pathway.  The two-electron transfer is thermodynamically more viable but 

kinetically slow because of the electron spin pairing problem.   

 

 

 

Reaction coordinate by electron transferred to O2 

 

 
 

 

Figure 33: Thermodynamics of stepwise oxidation reactions for O2 oxidation with H2S for both one and two-

electron transfer reactions.  At zero electrons transferred, ∆G° is the sum of the standard  

state ∆G° values efore a rea tio  o urs. 
(Reproduced from Luther et al. (2010)) 

 

The reason why the two-electron transfer explanation is important is that it highlights why oxygen in 

the water does not directly oxidize FeS2.  Rather it requires the mediation of adsorbed Fe(II) on the 

pyrite (Moses and Herman, 1991).  This is depicted in the reaction mechanism scheme shown in 

Figure 34, reproduced from Figure 8 in Moses and Herman, 1991). 
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Figure 34: The mechanism explaining the indirect role of oxygen and the catalytic role of adsorbed Fe(II) in the 

oxidation of pyrite (from Figure 8 in Moses and Herman, 1991) 

 

 

Figure 34 shows that in the first step dissolved oxygen (O=O) is involved in a two electron transfer 

from two adjacent Fe(II) ions adsorbed onto the FeS2 (pyrite surface).  The product of this step is the 

oxidation of Fe(II) to Fe(III) from the electron transfer and the release of H2O2 as a reaction product  

(not shown) which dissociates into H2O and O2 (Moses and Herman, 1991; Luther et al. 2010).  The 

subsequent transfer of an electron from S to Fe(III) results in the formation of a partially oxidized  

S-OH and the concomitant regeneration of the reduced Fe(II).  In this way the adsorbed Fe(II) plays a 

catalytic role which is self-generating (Moses and Herman, 1991; Ma et al. 2006).   

 

These reaction models are simplifications of the more complex and biologically mediated natural 

systems but they indicate that, whether the oxidation is mediated by Fe catalysis or biologically, the 

challenge is to overcome the electron spin-pairing problem of the oxygen molecule.  The contrast 

between these two mechanisms is highlighted by the rates: 
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• Fe catalysis: k: 1 – 50 µMol/d 

• Bio-mediation (chemolithotrophic): k: 5x10
3
 – 5x10

4
 µMol/d 

 

In summary, FeS2 oxidation is kinetically controlled and oxidation is via water-derived oxygen rather 

than direct chemical interaction with dissolved oxygen.   The overall rate and extent of the reaction 

under aerobic conditions is governed by the A/V ratio, which together with the percentage particle 

size distribution will govern the overall rates of oxidation and its extent. 

 

Oxidation of iron pyrite under anaerobic conditions 

 

Under sub-oxic and anaerobic conditions the adsorption of Fe(II) onto the pyrite surfaces blocks the 

reaction sites to any further oxidation action from all electron acceptors beyond oxygen (Moses and 

Herman, 1991; Ma et al. 2006; Luther et al. 2010).  No significant pyrite oxidation is viable under 

these conditions even if biologically mediated (Schippers and Jorgensen, 2002). 

 

To summarize we pose two questions which connect pyrite fluxes to a possible risk to water column 

dissolved oxygen: 

 

1. What happens to FeS2 when it is disturbed by mining / dredging in the sea-bed but remains at 

the hypoxic / anoxic sea-bed or within the benthic boundary layer? 

 

No significant geochemical changes are predicted within the benthic boundary layer beyond the 

contribution that these particles make to turbidity. 

 

2. What happens to the FeS2 when it is discharged overboard as part of the “fines” effluent from 

the dredger? 

 

The extent and rates of FeS2 oxidation during the discharge and dispersion of the FeS2 fines at the 

surface will depend largely on the fine particle size distribution, particularly the fraction that contains 

the FeS2 pyrite mineral phases.  The most likely outcome, should this oxidation be measurable, is an 

increase in Fe(III) and S(0) in the plume.  S(0) will intensify the reflectivity (albedo) of the plume in a 

way that is analogous to the milky colouration of surface waters following methane eruptions where 

similar kinetically controlled oxidation of HS
-
 to S(0) also occurs (Weeks et al.).   

 

Monteiro (in litt.) recommends that it will be important to quantify the fraction of the sediment fines, 

which have FeS2 particles < 1 µm as this will give a more accurate estimate of the rates and extent of 

oxidation rates during the discharge of fines in mining operations.  The smallest size fraction 

measured in the sediment particle size analyses of either the grab or gravity core samples obtained in 

the verification survey was <2 µm. In the core samples, representative of the bulk of sediments to be 

dredged, this fraction comprises ~8% of the overall mass of the sediment. Following the conservative 

assumption that all of the <2 µm fraction behaves as predicted for <1 µm sized particles in terms of 

FeS2 oxidation rates and that pyrite is uniformly distributed across all sediment size fractions 

indicates that ~8% of the total mass of this compound may oxidise. Rickard and Morse (2005) 

summarise AVS-S and FeS2-S ratios for marine sediments. From their data for 50-300 m depth 

sediments coupled with the median AVS concentration for the verification survey gravity core data 

an estimate for FeS2-S of 0.6432 mMol/kg of sediment is derived. This indicates that the amount of 

sulphide that may be oxidised from the <2 µm size fraction, assuming that rates determined for the 

<1 µm fraction apply, is 0.05 mMol S/kg which is equivalent to 1.64 mg S/kg. Oxidation to sulphate 

(SO4
2-

) would demand ~6.4 mg O2/kg. However, as the probable end product of any oxidation of 
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pyrite is sulphur (S(0)) and only a (presently unknown) proportion of the pyrite in the <2 µm particle 

size range is predicted to oxidise within realistically short time scales (days), effects on ambient 

dissolved oxygen concentrations are predicted to be minor. 

 

The evidence gained from the verification survey on the balance of the issues of concern and queries 

raised by the reviewer’s and addressable by the results of the verification survey is summarised 

below in bullet format. 

 

• The measured currents reflected consistent NW (equatorward) flow in the near surface depths, 

switching between NW and S (poleward) flow at mid-depth and near the seabed a period of 

sustained poleward flow followed by switching between poleward and equatorward flows. The 

near surface and seabed currents are consistent with those predicted in the EIA. Time series 

measurements at mid-depth were not available to the EIA and the verification measurements 

represent new detail for the region.  

 

Current flow velocities were variable temporally and with depth. In general surface flows 

averaged 17 cm/s, mid-depth flows ~10 cm/s and near seabed flows 18 cm/s for poleward flow 

but were lower at 9 cm/s in oscillating pole/equatorward flows. These are in general agreement 

with the information in the EIA. Seabed current velocities are higher than the <10 cm/s 

predicted by Shillington et al (2006) as quoted in the EIA. In the short term velocities ~30 cm/s 

were recorded at the mooring implying considerable turbulence at the seafloor.  

 

Spectral analysis of the current velocity data show that most of the variability resided in longer 

period (>3 day) fluctuations with inertial and tidal periods also being important. Shelf waves at 

longer periods (e.g. 10 day) and lunar (~14 day periods, (cf Monteiro et al. 2006) were not 

identified in the data set. The lunar tide specifically was invoked as the probable mechanism 

that prevented accumulation of pelagically produced POM in mid-shelf sediments immediately 

offshore of the nearer shore biogenic mud belt. Even in the absence of such a mechanism, 

however, the ambient current velocities measured were sufficient to exert bottom shear stress 

forces well in excess of those required to suspend finer sedimenting particles such as POM, 

preventing its accumulation in the survey area (above). Thus although the mechanism that was 

invoked in the EIA was not demonstrated here, the consequences remain and coincide with the 

conclusions in that analysis. 

 

• The characteristics of the water masses present in the survey area over the period of 

measurement are those of the oxygen depleted, saline SACW flowing south in the poleward 

undercurrent from the Angola gyre, and the less saline, relatively oxic ESACW from the Cape 

Basin. The influence of the latter on ventilation of bottom water in the area is clearly evident 

from the temperature, salinity and dissolved oxygen time series measurements that were made. 

This is consistent with the findings in the EIA. 

• The upper mixed layer (UML) depths measured during the survey ranged between 20 m and 

30 m. In general the UML was weakly developed over the short period of measurement. The 

recorded depths are consistent with those quoted in the EIA.  

• Dissolved oxygen distributions measured during the survey showed that the UML was normoxic 

and that in the sub-thermocline water oxygen concentrations decreased with depth to 

~0.5 g/ℓ. At the seafloor dissolved oxygen concentrations were generally below this 

(demonstrating periods of severe hypoxia but, as stated above, increased during ventilation 

events (to ~1.10 g/ℓ). This is consistent with the data reviewed in the EIA. 
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• Turbidity both in the water column and at the seabed in the presumed benthic boundary layer 

near the seabed was typically low (~1 NTU) throughout the survey period. Episodic short term 

elevations in turbidity were recorded at the base of the water column during both of the 

moored instrumentation measurement periods. During the first period (P1) the median value 

was 1.01 NTU but there were two occasions where values in excess of 350 NTU were recorded, 

both of which had short durations (hours). In the second period of measurement (P2) the 

median turbidity level was higher at 3.51 NTU compared to P1 and there were three occasions 

when turbidity exceeded 200 NTU. Again these were short duration events (hours to <2 days).  

 

There was no clear association between the recorded turbidity events and current speed and 

direction (accelerations or switching events). The measurements support the conclusions of 

Inthorn et al (2006), invoked in the EIA, that the observed turbidity events are derived from the 

farfield, e.g. the nearer shore biogenic mud belt, and are advected past the survey area to the 

outer continental shelf and slope.  

 

• Dissolved heavy metal concentrations in the water column were close to or below the detection 

limits of the analytical procedures used. This is expected for the survey area which is distant 

from any industrial sources of such metals. Nutrient concentrations that were measured were 

within those recorded for the region and Redfield ratios (Molar N/P) averaged 17.71. This is 

marginally higher than the classical 16:1 and may be attributable to minor nitrate-nitrogen 

enrichment. Both of these findings support the general contention of the EIA that water quality 

in the region of the survey area is at or close to its natural state.  

• The textural classification of the survey area sediments show that the surficial sediments were a 

silty sand whilst the underlying sediments were primarily silt. Clay sized material was present 

but at low proportions (<8%) and this in the deeper sediments only. This is consistent with the 

results presented in the EIA.  

 

Important aspects of the sediments were low porosity implying a firmly packed sediment with 

low pore water volumes and, especially in the eastern segments of the survey area, abundant 

shell material in the surficial and upper layers of the sediment. Both features would make the 

sediment body resistant to resuspension and reinforce the conclusions drawn in the EIA that 

local turbidity generation is probably a rare event. 

 

• Average particulate organic matter (POM) concentrations in the survey area sediments were 

7.4%, marginally higher than the upper level of 6.9% quoted in the EIA. C:N ratios in the POM 

were 11.4 in the surficial layers and higher at 19.8 in the underlying sediments. These ratios are 

indicative of refractory organic matter and are consistent with the predictions made in the EIA. 

The gradient between the sediment layers is attributed to deposition and incorporation of 

minor amounts of fresher POM on the sediment surface, diluting the ‘base’ aged, refractory 

material, but due to limited sediment turnover this effect does not extend into the subsurface 

layers. 

• Inorganic nutrient concentrations in the sediment pore waters averaged 156 µg/ℓ for nitrogen 

(ammonia + nitrite + nitrate-nitrogen) and 209 µg/ℓ for phosphorus. The latter is considerably 

enriched compared with the overlying water column and there is a considerable departure from 

the classical Redfield ratio of 16 and that measured in the overlying water column (17.7). The 

phosphorus enrichment is attributed to enrichment from the pelletal phosphate ore body. Pore 

water volumes are low, due to the low sediment porosity, and therefore significant 
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modifications to upper water column Redfield ratios through translocation of pore water to the 

surface are not expected to occur. 

• The range of measurements indicative of the oxidative state of the sediments included ORP, 

nitrate-nitrogen and AVS. ORP was moderately high (>0-+100 mv) throughout all of the 

sediment core samples implying that they were hypoxic (but note the caveats on this variable 

above). The presence of nitrate-nitrogen in the sediment pore water supports this as it converts 

to ammonia in anoxic conditions. AVS was below detection levels in the surficial sediments and 

averaged <2 mMol/kg in the subsurface layers. The absence of AVS is consistent with hypoxia as 

free sulphide is oxidized to sulphate (SO4
2-

) in the presence of oxygen. This implies that the 

surficial sediments were hypoxic during the period of measurement and that this may have 

extended to the deeper layers but this is equivocal to an extent due to the presence of low 

levels of AVS. These support the conclusion on sediment properties in the EIA, i.e. sediments in 

the proposed mining area were probably hypoxic and would have low sulphide fluxes associated 

with them. 

• Heavy metal concentrations in both surficial and subsurface sediments support relatively high 

concentrations of arsenic, cadmium, chromium, copper and nickel. High concentrations of 

cadmium and nickel were predicted in the EIA. The bioavailability of these heavy metals in the 

dissolved phase was investigated by elutriation tests and negligible proportions were released. 

This is possibly due to their precipitation as insoluble sulphides as, although concentrations in 

the tested (subsurface) sediments were low, AVS was present at levels well in excess of the 

simultaneously extracted metal (SEM) fraction. Iron was abundant in both of the sediment 

layers and scavenging of the metals from the dissolved phase by iron hydroxides and organic 

complexes is another possible sink.  

 

The low release of the metals into the dissolved phase indicates that although their natural 

concentrations exceeded the sediment quality guidelines for the region (BCLME 2006), they do 

not represent a toxicity risk either in situ or following physical disturbance in this phase.  

 

Transfers into deposit feeding biota via particle ingestion and assimilation of heavy metals 

possibly associated with POM represent another trajectory of toxicity risk. For example Wang 

and Fisher (1998) showed that while uptake of cadmium by a planktonic copepod was mostly 

via the dissolved phase more than 50% of the zinc body burden was obtained from ingested 

food. Lee et al. (2000) found a link between cadmium body burdens in benthic molluscs and 

polychaetes and concentrations of this metal in sediments. In this case there was an excess of 

AVS present implying that even in the apparently stable sulphide state cadmium was available 

to these fauna. These results are a prelude to Rouleau et al. (2006) who showed that demersal 

fish inhabiting sedimentary areas with relatively high authigenic cadmium had elevated 

concentrations of cadmium in their livers compared to the same species from areas with lower 

authigenic cadmium levels. These authors concluded that take-up was via predation on benthic 

invertebrates.  

 

Trophic transfers of heavy metals in pelagic food chains, phytoplankton/zooplankton (mainly 

copepods)/fish, show bio-diminution, as opposed to bio-magnification, due to the efflux of 

metals by copepods and low assimilation efficiencies in fish (Wang 2002). In contrast benthic 

food chains comprising deposit feeders and predatory whelks show bio-magnification of metal 

concentrations primarily due to effective sequestration of dietary metals by whelks (Wang 

2002). 
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Namibian continental shelf sediments are characterised by elevated cadmium concentrations 

(Chapman and Shannon 1985) and, although no empirical data could be sourced for this, it is 

probable that resident demersal fish such as hake and monkfish would naturally have elevated 

cadmium concentrations in their livers and that the observations of Wang (2002) would apply to 

the benthic food chain. If present these patterns would extend across the region and the 

proposed NMP mining operations would not affect them. Trophic transfers of heavy metals 

associated with sediment plumes generated in the water column by the proposed mining would 

include ingestion/take-up by planktonic copepods and be interrupted at this stage. Note that 

the diminution would be partly due to rates of digestion of food particles being longer than gut 

passage leading to loss of metals in faecal pellets (Wang and Fisher 1998). Sinking rates of these 

are high and metals would be returned rapidly (hours to days) to the seafloor.  

 

In general these evaluations support the assessment of toxicity risks in the EIA. 

 

• The investigations into benthic meiofauna and macrofauna in the surficial sediments in the 

survey area showed that fauna were abundant in both size classes. This is consistent with a 

mainly hypoxic sediment environment and inconsistent with sulphidic sediments. The relative 

abundance of benthic macrofauna in the >1 000 µm size class indicates that this condition is 

persistent as (Para)Prionospio, which formed a large proportion of the fauna, has a life cycle of 

1-2 years (http://www.genustraithandbook.org.uk) and the Diopatra sp. may be as long-lived 

(Steffani 2014). This is consistent with a stable sedimentary environment even though the 

overlying water body may undergo seasonal changes in terms of its oxygen content with varying 

contributions of Cape Basin and Tropical Atlantic Central Water.  

• The investigation into sulphur bacteria indicated that, at the time of sampling, sulphide fluxes 

were probably low as the large sulphate bacteria, namely from the genera Thiomargarita, 

Beggiatoa and Thioploca, which play a significant roles in the oxidisation of H2S, were absent 

from the bacterial assemblage. Smaller forms including Thiobacillus spp. with relatively lower 

growth yields were present; however, indicating that although estimated to be low (hydrogen) 

sulphide was present in the sediments.  
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6 CONCLUSIONS  

This verification survey was carried out in order to verify the marine ecology specialist report that 

was previously submitted as part of the Namibian Marine Phosphate EIA.  The survey comprised time 

series measurements of currents and water column features, synoptic scale water column profiling 

and surficial and deeper layer sediment sampling and analyses along with benthic meiofauna, 

macrofauna and sulphur bacteria distribution studies. The survey results were examined to support 

or contradict important conclusions that formed the base of the EIA assessment.  

 

In general the data and information gathered through the verification survey support the 

environmental description in the EIA and lend credence to the associated environmental risk 

assessments. Further, the survey has obtained new and detailed information on the Namibian central 

continental shelf and the dynamic processes affecting it.  Based on the findings discussed in this 

report, the confidence interval of each of the relevant impacts investigated in the original marine 

ecology report for the EIA (NMP 2012) can be re-rated to HIGH as the empirical data supporting has 

now been obtained. The re-ratings are summarised in Table 7. 
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Table 7: Summary table of the re-gradings of the 7 impact assessments in marine ecology component of the EIA (NMP 2012) for which the information gained in the 

verification surveys is relevant.   

NMP (2012) Table No. 4-6 4-8 4-9 4-10 4-11 4-12 4-13 

Risk Area Overspill discharge Seabed dredging 

Impact 
H2S toxicity at 

surface
 

Nutrients added 

at surface 

Trace/heavy-metal 

toxicity at surface 

Trace-metal 

toxicity on 

seabed 

H2S toxicity on 

seabed 

Lowered oxygen 

levels on seabed 

Increase of H2S 

flux. 

Extent Dredge area Dredge area Dredge area 
Annual Mining 

Area 
Dredge area 

Annual Mining 

Area 
Dredge area 

Duration Short term Short term Short term Short term Medium term Medium term Medium term. 

Intensity Minor effects No lasting effect Minor effects Minor effects Minor effects Minor effects Minor effects 

Probability Possible Possible Possible Possible Possible Possible Improbable 

Status Negative Neutral Negative Negative Negative Negative Negative 

Significance (no 

mitigation) 
Low None Low Low Low Low Low 

Mitigation None possible None possible None possible None possible None possible Not possible n/a 

Significance (with 

mitigation) 
Low None Low Low Low Low Low 

Confidence level Medium Medium Medium Medium Medium High Medium 

Re-Rated Confidence 

Level 
High High High High High High High 

Reason 

Mine site 

sediment 

property data 

indicate low H2S 

presence, pyrite 

sulphide will have 

low solubility 

Mine site 

sediment pore 

water volumes 

are low 

Mine area Heavy 

metals have low 

solubility and 

bioavailability, 

trophic transfers 

are attenuated at 

primary consumer 

level 

Mine area Heavy 

metals have low 

solubility and 

bioavailability, 

dredging should 

not increase 

exposures 

Mine site 

sediment 

property data 

indicate low H2S 

presence 

POM in sediments 

is relatively 

refractory 

Mine site 

sediment 

property data 

indicate low H2S 

presence and 

release from iron 

pyrites should be 

low. 
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